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Lab Validation Report Executive Summary
IDC validated five key user case
scenarios leveraging the McAfee
Integrated Threat Defense Solution:
4 Zero-day malware protection with dynamic endpoint
4 Ransomware drive by download protection
4 Server Malware Protection via App Control
4 Threat Hunting
4 Malware protection with IPS

IDC Opinion
McAfee Integrated Threat Defense solution combines integrated sensors, analytics and intelligence into an automated
orchestration to combat known and unknown malware. It provides security professionals all the tools & automation they need to detect,
protect against, and find the latest, ever-changing, advanced threats. By leveraging Threat Intelligence Exchange and the Data Exchange Layer
capabilities of McAfee products, the entire security infrastructure can operate in a coordinated and automated function, constantly evaluating
and taking action on threats as soon as its clear that a evidence exists.
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Key finding: Detect and prevent the spread
of malicious zero-day malware
IDC Inference: IDC felt that
ransomware protection provided
by the endpoint client was easy to
deploy and administer. A great deal
of automated analysis occurred
throughout the scenario.

Highlights Include:
• Dynamic Endpoint prevents
advanced malware delivered /
installed on the system
• Solution automatic analyze
suspicious files and produce
indicators of compromise
• Analysis tools (ATD) have signature
and behavior analysis capability
• Solution produces actionable
indicators to security operations?
• Solution provides the common
incident triage capability from single
console (SIEM)
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Key finding: Detected and prevented the
spread of a drive-by download
IDC Inference: In the case of
preventing drive-by downloads, many
solutions require manual intervention.
The McAfee Integrated Threat
Defense Solution adds a great deal of
automated evaluation and response to
a potentially dangerous situation.

Highlights Include:
• Web Gateway can prevent
advanced malware delivered
through spear phishing
• Solution automatic analyze
suspicious files and produce
indicators of compromise
• Analysis tools (ATD) have signature
and behavior analysis capability
• Solution produces actionable
indicators to security operations?
• Solution provides the common
incident triage capability readable
from single console
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Key finding: Server malware protection
via application control
IDC Inference: Application control allows the setting
of automated policies, protecting an organization’s most
sensitive assets – application servers.

Highlights Include:
• Dynamic

Endpoint can protect whitelisted servers from
malicious software
• Solution

automatic analyze suspicious files and
produce indicators of compromise
• Analysis

tools (ATD) have signature and behavior
analysis capability
• Solution

produces actionable indicators to security
operations?
• Solution

provides Endpoint Detection and Response
capability (Yes/No)
• Incident triage capability readable from single console
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Key finding: Threat hunting
IDC Inference: Malware hunting is becoming a critical
component of incident response. The onus is being placed
on organizations to understand the breadth and scope of
incidents. The McAfee Integrated Threat Defense Solution
provides a breadth of search functionality to aid analysts in
tracking down the extent of a breach.

Highlights Include:
• Solution can parse indicators of compromise
automatically
• Solution provides Endpoint Detection and
Response capability
• Solution provides the common incident triage
capability with …% automated and …% readable
from single console
• Solution shares intelligence automatically across
network and endpoint defenses
• Solution can search for Indicators of Compromise
automatically
• Solution can prevent attacks based on indicators
of compromise
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Key finding: Malware protection with IPS
IDC Inference: IDC felt that ransomware protection provided by
the endpoint client was easy to deploy and administer. A great deal
of automated analysis occurred throughout the scenario.

Highlights Include:
• IPS can prevent advanced malware delivered through spear phishin
• Solution can analyze suspicious files and produce indicators of
compromise
• Analysis tools (ATD) have signature and behavior analysis capability
• Solution produces actionable indicators to security operations?
• Solution provides Endpoint Detection and Response capability
• Solution provides the common incident triage capability with …%
automated and …% readable from single console
• Solution provides workflow integration capability between analysis
tools and EDR tool
• Solution provides workflow integration capability between web
gateway and analysis tools (Yes/No)
• Solution provides workflow integration capability between analysis
tools and SIEM
• Solution provides remote remediation capability
• Solution adapts network and endpoint security to prevent future
attacks on same vector
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Validation Process
IDC performed the validation at McAfee’s lab in the Netherlands. The test bed consisted
of a wide range of McAfee products including IPS, SIEM, Endpoint, Server, Secure Web
Gateway, ATD, and TIE. Each feature was validated independently using different
configuration and test bed environment.
IDC Lab Validation Methodology
This Lab Validation Brief provides a summary of an extensive validation process performed by IDC in collaboration with the supplier’s teams. IDC relied on the supplier’s
equipment, facilities and their configuration to perform this validation. All the tests were conducted during the presence of one or more IDC Analysts.
This Brief is meant to provide a quick set of inferences and insights for IT professionals and business decision makers seeking to perform further due diligence on the
capabilities of the product and/or services that have been validated in this Brief. However, the goal of this Brief is not to supply detailed hands-on test plans and validation
jobs. It is not meant to replace the evaluation process that most businesses will conduct before making any decision to purchase the product and/or services.
It is for this reason that this Brief is not designed to be an all-inclusive document on all the capabilities of the product, but rather as a concise document that highlights
features/functions of products, their relative performance with respect to a traditional environment and the value these features bring to businesses looking to solving certain
problems for Hadoop workloads.
Finally, even though this Brief is a sponsored document, it is not meant to be an IDC endorsement of the product, service or the sponsoring supplier. IDC’s opinions are its
own and not influenced by the production of this document.
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Validation Test Bed
Threat Defense
Function
Attack detection and initial containment

Threat Intelligence Validation

This table provides a summary of test environment
details for each feature validated.

# of threat defense
steps validated

Automation
Level

DXL
Integrated

3

100%

Yes

• McAfee Endpoint Security (ENS 10.2)

4

100%

Yes

• McAfee Network Security Platform (NSP 8.3.7.7)

4

100%

Yes

• McAfee Web Gateway (MGW 7.6.2.6)

4

75%

Yes

• McAfee Threat Intelligence Exchange (TIE 2.0.1)

Product Components:

				

• McAfee Global Threat Intelligence

Detonation Analytics

7

100%

Yes

• McAfee Advanced Threat Detection (ATD 3.8)

Historical analytics (Scope) & Response

4

75%

Yes

• McAfee Enterprise Security Manager (ESM 9.6 (10.0))

2

50%

Yes

• McAfee Active Response (MAR 1.1.0)
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Essential Guidance
Advice to Buyers: There are several core issues keeping CISOs up at night. The everchanging attack landscape, the potential for their organization to be front page in the
news, and the difficulty in finding and retaining qualified security talent are foremost
challenges for all organizations large and small.
However, business cannot stop and conversely, organizations cannot just do nothing. The answer to these challenges is to
increase the depth of security with an integrated approach that is constantly monitoring, analyzing, and protecting against
attacks known and unknown across all vectors. Additionally, this solution must provide an interface and searching capabilities
that allow analysts to automate the most basic components of their job, giving them the tools they need to discover potential
breaches, determine whether a breach occurred, evaluate just how widespread an incident might be and remediate.
The solution that addresses all these challenges must not just be the best solution for a given attack vector, but needs to be
effective quickly and across a wide variety of attack platforms. The solution that helps CISOs sleep better must be integrated
across the entire infrastructure – physical, virtual, and cloud. The solution must “see” across the entire network, down to the
endpoint. It must be able to provide a history of files as they are downloaded and mover across the network. No single point
solution can provide all the functionality necessary to address the threat landscape of today.
Communication and information dissemination are also key features needed to address a CISOs top concerns. All the
components in an integrated solution must be able to quickly and automatically rely information to security analysts and
to other components in the network. This is the only way that threats can be stopped without having to rely on slow and
cumbersome manual investigation.
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Essential Guidance Continued
The McAfee Integrated Threat Defense Solution addresses all the challenges presented above. It combines integrated
sensors, analytics and intelligence into an automated orchestration to combat known and unknown malware. The McAfee
DXL enabled lab integrates and automates during an average 8 minutes of orchestrated threat response
• 25 different threat triage steps
•3
 threat protection platforms - endpoint, web and network security - covering file, application, web and network threat
vectorss
• 3 security analytic engines - MAR, ESM & ATD - covering real-time, historical and in-depth malware analysis
• 9 different threat intelligence checks
The solution provides policy guided protection across the entire infrastructure. It takes automatic actions to evaluate
potentially malicious files and determine conclusively whether those files pose a threat and remediate those files appropriately.
The McAfee Integrated Solution provides a rich set of investigative tools for security analysts to use to dive deep into their
network – allowing them to understand the indicators of compromise (IoCs) and the trail that an attacker might leave as they
look for critical data to steal. The McAfee Integrated Threat Defense Solution is designed to augment the security team. Few
vendors have the depth of coverage provided by McAfee and the benefits of an integrated system are clear when looking at
the variety of scenarios that security teams might be faced with.
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